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THE SCOPE AND IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY
The Scope
The problem »•*- During the last decade educators have
become increasingly aware of the importance of the smaller
1/ ' ''
secondary schools. A recent study^has found that at least
|
I
three-fourths of the nation’s hi^ schools enroll fewer
|
I
than 300 pupils per school and that these schools try to
|
serve the educational needs of four-fifths of the country’s
I
secondary school population. With this new awareness of
|
their importance have come a quickened interest in, and a
j
more careful study of, the problems peculiar to these
schools.
j
This study is concerned with the extent to which
Massachusetts high schools in towns of 5000 population or
I
fewer are using certain practical and Inexpensive pro-
visions to relieve the recognized shortcomings which inevi-
tably appear when a small school tries to offer a modern
^ Katherine M. Cook, Review of Conditions and Develop-
ments in Rural and Other Sparsely Settled Areas
,
Biennial
Survey of Education in the United States: 1934-36, Vol. I
Chap, V, Bulletin No. 2, United States Office of Education,
Washington, p. 4. I
1
rai}& to HOaAa'Ha^Mi gka stooa-iirxr
aqocS erfT
oviitf B'zoiiaotjbe obaodb orf^ 3niTcra
--.fli&Idoir erlT
•ioXliiF.8 lo oor.i^i*ioqjrl axfct to Q'lJLna 'irlsrtiKrtG'ionX eiiacosi
4aadl cJ'fl hnxrot ^neoGi A .aloorfce ^'ifiXftoooc
'KTicot IXorcrjp sXooxIoc ri^-’r! e »noXJi;n 94;t to cfW'ji/ot-eo'iiX^
cct X'-T^ 3XooiXo2 jj^ic ''ooxloc 'I©:: a’Xivj/q^OO^; rtBxXJ
8
’ ij;'icfaijoo 0ilcf to r.rfJt Xt-iii/ot to Bl«aoc XBiioX^/joifi)o svius
to Gcono'iswD won B^rfct a^XVT •iioXctaXjjqoq Xooxfoc '^'lo.OiXOOOE
8 ^jiX3 ^rfX it80*i©v^nX X)©ri9rfo^i/p b 9fjic>o ovtjl oor'ict'xO'ViiiX tcXc-^^
OEe.'J oct *inlLiJOoo pri^XXo-q o.ll ^to LWle'iao ©'lonr
. eloorfce
rfoirfw oi ino^xo rf^Xw Xjoc'ieoiioo eX \;Ol'uR eirfT
*xo fioXctsXifqoq OOOa to iiX eXoorfcs ri^Xrf c:fioBx;rIoacE8iI
-oir ovlE£iaqxr>fi.X hno XBoI^oenci /iXa^' a© gnXex; 'lawot'
-Zvotix
.t.o.-,£xvr cj^nZiiooinor.p Oo 9jC£X dvpXX^'i oJ" ccrcXcXv
r»'ioZ)oa B 'lotto o;J salTci Xooiroe XIbwe o .'loiiw •is-oqqa vXcfjsi
^
2aoX;tXX>X5-»0_to TroXvoE ,::.o0
r uft. *j6 Om? XatifB nl Ectrx&iti
I .XoV ^ Ov.-i'r.Or : 8 3?
^
6 e'cFZirt nZ aoXifjiox/jS? to
,:!oX;^so:;JbJr to ooX'iTO bo^lrtU .2 .off nJC:t 9 lIira ,V .-adO
. c .no :t3rtX!rfEa iV*
r
program of secondary education* These six provisions are:
I Alternation of subjects
II Combination of related classes
III Supervised correspondence study
IV Differentiated unit assignment
V Itinerant personnel
VI Itinerant materiel
This study has been limited to these six provisions
because it is the writer’s desire to deal with plans
which are inexpensive and which can be rather easily put
into practise if they seem desirable. All of the litera-
ture dealing v/ith the problems of the smaller secondary
schools discusses one or more of these provisions as
methods for enriching the curriculum of these schools.
The writer recognizes the importance and desirability
of other plans for Improvement, such as consolidation, im-
proved professional training and longer tenure for princi-
pals and teachers, improved plans for a more adequate fi-
nancing of the cost of secondary education in the smaller
communities, cooperative industrial courses, and granting
of credit for work done outside the school. All of these
are valuable and offer a possible long-time solution to the
problems v/hich face the smaller secondary schools. But
they require long-time planning, large capital outlays,
cooperation of a large number of persons, or place the
:crL& snc lelvo-iq :clt ^^oorlT '<:ifli.>ffcooe 'lo rac'i^o'xq
Bctoa^dxjp lo xiol^firi'iectlA




Bfioiclvo*r^ y.Zz eeorfo ocf X'od'-lmil rrdscf sbx! ,:JbJu';fa airlT
e/talq di^lv Iflof) oi oi'Xaof) B‘'ieai'iw onrf el ctl eex/aoecf
difq ^^XIeso 'lejrfJisn »cf nao ifoXiiw Xna evienocxaaX O'lfi /foXiIt/
'•morfIX ori^ lo XXA . oXcTaileoib cisaa oeXc^ofl'iq od^nX
Y*iaf5ncoee loIXanc oxfd lo srioXcToiq orfd xfdlw ^nXIatiX) o*iud
3c anoXaXvc'i x oearfd lo onoii *io ono eecsooeXb EXooifoc
.cXoonoa ocoxid lo trjjlffol'^%iJ’^ Wd ^laXiIol^mo 'lol eJborfdsn




noidabiXosnco eb xfox/e ,ditycioyonqBri 'lol enalq »iaddo lo
-ionJ'iq nol ortx/iiod n-oiaoX bna ^ninimd iBnc-iftsolonq l>ovo*jq
-il odaxrpoba euon: a 'xol RnjjX*: ^a'rsdosod loa eXoq
noXIar-.r. oxfd nX noXd/joL'bo ^i'tnbnoooE lo deoo end lo gnlcaan
gnXdafii^ bcJi ^z^e'U'oo .-ai^rtirbrii evldaTCOioco ^eoidifl-uainoo
OFOiid lo XXA .Xoorioe odd olXed.ro onob 5l*roir lol diberco lo
erfd od rioidoXoc aciid -giroX oXdX'EEoq a ^xollc btip oXcfayXBV orrs
dufl .aXoQ/foE ^antricooE *ieIXii',t o.id ocal rfoi-iw smeXo'o'ir
.RqaXdi/o Xadiqso ovnol ,gnirt::alq 0KXd-*noX o'xiijpo'i '^end
oild ooaXcr no .enoano . lo nodnun ognaX a lo ^oidan^^^oo
II
responsibility for work outside of the school and there-
i
j
fore more or less outside of the school’s control.
i
i The six provisions which have been listed above do not
i
I
require the cooperation of a large number of persons before
i
I
they may be used. Only two of these provisions require
i
I





dependent for its success upon the use of the differenti-
ated unit assignment, and since the training of the faculty
in the use of this method of instruction requires at least
a year of faculty discussion, these two provisions can not
j
be put immediately into practice. In short these are all
' practises which may be adopted within a year by the ad-
ministrative officers of any school system in which there
is a recognized need for enrichment of the school program.
The plan of this study .— The writer will attempt to
analyze and summarize the current problems which the small-
1
er secondary schools face, and the provisions for the solu-
tion as advocated by recognized authorities. The returns i
from a check-list, which was sent to the principal of each
I
I
of the one hundred and nine secondary schools of Massachu-
I
j
setts located in towns of five thousand population or less,
I
will be reported. After analyzing the degree to which
i
i these schools offer courses of study which meet the di-
I




pupils, a summary of the returns will reveal the extent
I
Jbne loozios jrl:f *io oiilifctifo 'lol ’^illldlsnoqra'i
.loictnoo c’loojrfcic 'lo o^ladr/D b8o£ ^6 enotc. o'xo'i'^ffv
^cn oJ> ovoda bod&lL nootf 9V;?i{ rColriv/ exxoJie ^vo-'q xt& arlT
o'lc'ler^ eaoa'.ta r lo noduvn o^'XjsI c io nal inriGaboo od^ ©ili/pei
3"i.vi/pe»: Biicic J; vo'xq seaxii “lo oiyct \In:C .Iiaeu od X^dd '.
el eeeexjXo lo aol^ofildrt.o and ooniS .•nnX'irir-Iq o;rtl**-gnol:
-i::^ od;^ In eBtf bdd near cbpoolc ed’i nol ^itefjnaqofc r
'\;d'Xtroi»‘i ar{;J lo ^ninie-id arid oorfis f-ru ^:1rtoc\.x,'^eza Jim: I:jJ^i
'
JBJioI Jii ao'tXwpo'r ncIctoii''Xd£nI lo i>c>ffder/ cidi’ lo et j 3dJ ni
Jon fijGo 3X£OTclvorrq or:J GCorfJ '.nolnziroBlb -^cfUdoal lo lae^ n
IXa eis op.arlf d^rnc nl .ootioa'i ’ oJnx vXo^jcl^t^cI^X ctixq od
-Xn arid ::c ta$x a nidJlv beJqcbB jrf ren. roXr.?/ uoaldeja-xq
onieffct roAxftf/ aX a;9%.cV8 looaoa c'l&o.'llc PVI^fjB'xdeiXxIr'
.r.B'x^oiq Xoodoc ©dd” lo Jnc-idol'ino aol Jboon JjosXnaocon s cl
od dqnedd/i XXlw 'xcdlw odT --. ^i/u^de cXrid lo r.BXq ©J^T
“XXomB orfd doldvf er.aXdonq JnC’iziro arid osIrLscrrux/E tits ©s^lBrs
-oXoc odd 'xol pnoXDX'/o*iq orid J&na .eoal eXoorioe /natnooos *xo
nti'ii/don ©xfT . BoiJX'iOxldj/a i)oxXn^oooi x^ beJooevLa on nolJ
rio/JO lo Xaqlonl'X'; odJ oJ dn in cjur r:D*:iw ,dall- oorio a mcil
-.xrlooHSBlfi lo eXoorioe \:'i8Xfioo©B onXn Jbn* ScaJoLi/xi ono ©rid lo
tBC9X ao noXdoXi/qoq biTJtBs'otiJ '»-vXl lo sxfROd nl beJeooS eddor
xtoXew od oongofj ;>iid pxiis^Xorrs acdlA .LodnoqG^ ari Xliw
-lb ©rid drerr riolrin v£u/;je lo eac'r joo lello nXoorice ^sorid
Edi lo aoXdlXXrin ^cI)oorr ^utrdjn . sdneiednl t&l'J leiGV
daedxo ©rid Xaovo'i XXiv/ emaden exid lu va£u*ru/c a ^eXX ^uq
4to which each of the six provisions listed above is being
used to enrich the program of studies by these selected
schools. The final chapter will deal with the inferences




^ Adapted from Grayson N. Kefauver, Victor H. Noll, and
Elwood G. Drake, The Secondary School Population
,
National
Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph 4, Bulletin, 1932,
No. 17, United States Office of Education, Washington,
1933, p. 2.
The Importance of the Study




e.t evo<ii3 Lod-eiX tiioi-^lvo^tc Xi» ori^ lo f{04© c<©irf.t o^
bcctooX'Js 6eo£i^f -^cf EeifcjT^fB lo ciB'igo'ig eriit ifoinrta o:i be^if
?.f»ono'r:3iitl ©ff;J rlcfivT leel* Iliw *r©:Jqoilo Xsr.I'l sdT .eloof?o8 ^































III JnsnXXoino (X) ai ©ocaoioiii ^.X
c;toXct0d'Xd2fxI 'lorfjiri aX c>nn/ JIXoin© (sT eXooffoe flgiil ollBstq
.noi^taXuqoq Xeioi (5)
.no^snij'saV/ ^itoliaossb^ lo ooXllO eod^siF- fieiXno ^VX ,oV!
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.q ,55CX
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the last fifty-eight years there has been a tremendous
growth in the numbers of pupils enrolled in secondary
schools. Figure 1 shows very effectively the spectacular
growth v/hlch the schools have undergone as compared with
the increase in enrollment in higher institutions and the
Increase in the population of the country. While the
population of the country increased approximately 150 per
cent from 1880 to 1930, and while the enrollment in hi^er
institutions grew 750 per cent, the enrollment in public
high schools became approximately 4000 times as large at
the end of the fifty year period as it was at the begin-
ning. In 1880, 2,8 per cent of persons of secondary
school age (14 to 17 years) were enrolled in public high
1/
schools; in 1930, 46.6 per cent were enrolled. At that
rate of progress a conservative guess would be that at
least 75 per cent of the youth of secondary school age are
now enrolled in public high schools. An appreciation of
this astounding growth in enrollment helps one to under-
stand some of the new problems which secondary schools
face, as universal secondary education becomes more nearly
an accomplished fact.
Many studies have shown that the secondary school
pupils at the beginning of this century were a very highly
l7 Ibid., p. 4-5.
saoX'nO'rfO^w b r:.?3cf sr.x' ‘jiip or'"
X'^iBbsiuBor. n.'; lollc'fiic r. ilqjj'.r lo Z’xoc'.lbju. ri£ -'idv.o-rj^
'i-‘2 l;) 0 /*u 06 :'E vlr-v » jot;', iu Z''^ov T.mdz L O’LLrdd' .^loodo’c
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selected group, intellectually and economically. The
schools had primarily one function to perform, namely pre-
paration for college. So long as this was its only im-
portant task, the small school was able to teach its pupils
Latin, Greek, and mathematics at about the same per-pupil
cost as the larger school. V/lth the tremendous Influx of
students since 1910 there naturally appeared in the class-
rooms a heterogeneous group of abilities. Interests, aims,
and needs. As Carrothers points out,
"The school population has not only increased
in size but also has vastly changed in complexion.
Instead of the homogeneous unified, select group from
about the same social and economic level, we have in
high school children from every walk of life, from
every language group under the sun, and :^om every
known condition of wealth and poverty."^
If the school is to honestly serve these pupils it
must find new materials to offer.
The solution by the larger schools .-- The large high
school was able to adapt Itself to this new situation.
There were enough pupils with similar interests, alms,
needs, and abilities to form whole class sections. Conse-
quently the administrative and financial problems of meet-
ing the demands of these new groups were not serious. Ad-
ministrators tried to determine the educational needs of
w Ibid., p. 25-26.
2/ George E. Carrothers, "The Curriculum of Small High
Schools Adapted to Pupil and Community Needs", Junior-
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^Xenwrr .^r'lCliaq oi iioidonij'l ©no i)Bri aXoorfd's
-rX ^-Ino ?.:tX ci^w alrii sS snaX o8 .©3t»iXoo lol ncX^s'isq
ellqi/q eul rfovue^t ott sXcfa ©onr Xoorloc XXa/ae ©rl^t :Jnijo‘xac
XiqjLfq-l&q ©ct©.8 orfcr iifocii ;#fl aolilx^r bn© .sfoe'iO ^xtXcfsJ
lo Xf.-X^x cnobner:©'^^ orfd .Xoorioa naj^ncX ©b;t e.? cfROo
-ecfiXo odi at bs'tsoqqB 'iLia^iadsiSi OXOX ooiile Edflel)i/;te
,
5 /t:l 3 ,eXF»*x9;Jnl ^eeialX-OB lo qwons Bnoano^o'iejo/i a aaoors
,ii/© sifnXoq B*i©n'io‘i'x/»0 cA . &£>eea bna
£>OQQ9*TonX iton BBXt noidBXi/qq<5 Xooildc ©dl*
.itoixoXqwoo aX Xo^.r«jfco Tflcteov ca.X opIb Xnd osXe ni
monl awo'i- *dooIuE .b^lXlnx/ o.niod edcf *o bBsien^
iij evBrf o’>7 ^Sovf^l- adtiJ^'not© bn'^ Iniooe ©rr^Be erii cfoodB
ino-il lo iUicw V© no'll xio'tr-XZrlo XoorfOo dj iai
v'lovo ii.'S ao&fiu ©ya^iuiX x'levo
\L*’ . '.oTovon tn i liiHaoi/ lo noUlbnoo Aiwofix
cXIqnq o£ 3dj evroc oX aX Icodoc ©;iX II
.‘xo'l'lo oi alBlnbaoBi won bail deinri
iijjid osn^il ©fiT --.n loodoe io ,
'
i.bI edi' \:d aotdirlor. &rl7
,.oiJBuJ.U won cidX ocJ ^q.aXa oX olda eaw loon'oa
j aMi a ^cdB©‘x©Jni 'ioXXft^lc dctiw aXiqXiJ /i^iw'ono ©*iCTfc o^tOilT
-DtnoO .ancXioee cesXo eXoilr inol od csIdlXIcxi Xmic an
-dsoiu lo aareXdo'iq Xii?Oi;-anil bOM evf *‘ a'ldaininba add
-bx .Bnolnoe :iofT eai’W v ^oo'iqi wen oce/id lo abniLiiob odd ni




rii-lH X£Ha?B lo ainlXiOin'll;'- o£lT’' ^eno^ido'ini, : ©s'iooO
-'toirur'U .’’eboou ^alniarjsoO ban Xlqtrl od XodqxjbA eloodoci^
,CV> :S (i^QI .Xi'iqA) ( cucH TsrtinaeXO noin© 8
the various groups. They then hired not additional foreign
language and mathematics teachers, but teachers of wood-
working, cooking, music, and typewriting. Because the
groups which needed these new subjects were large enough to
form full-sized class sections, the pupil-cost did not
change greatly. Even though the pupil-cost did increase,
the urban school had adequate financial support because
wealth per pupil in industrial and commercial centers was
high as compared with wealth per pupil in the smaller com-
munities*
The predicament of the smaller schools .-- The secondary
schools in smaller communities were faced with an entirely
different situation. With a much lower assessed valuation
figure per pupil than in urban districts, with high per-
pupil cost of Instruction, and with a pupil-teacher ratio
that was already low, sizable Increases in the faculty were
impossible. The schools had been meeting the college pre-
paratory needs of the children of the wealthier and more
influential patrons of the community. Of necessity they
must continue to meet their needs. But v/hlle they continue
the small classes in Latin, French, and solid geometry,
some provision must be made for the new groups of pupils who
have no Interest in and no need for the traditional college
preparatory subjects. In addition to these difficulties,
the inevitable conservatism to be found in smaller com-
tM’
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Table 1.—' Numbers and Percentages of Public High Schools
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Under 50 5742 33- 5943 27
1
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50-99 4810 27 6064 27 6159 27
100-199 3220 18 4603 21
1
5594 24
200-499 ' 2181 12 3111 14 * 3660 16
500-999 990 6 1421 6
j
1740 7






Total 17.710 100 22.237 100 23.213 100
ay Katherine M. Cook, loc. cit.
The importance of the smaller schools .— During the
last twenty years the growth of the larger school systems
was the immediate concern of the educational professional as
a vhole. Gaumnitz, Ferrlss, Cyr, and Broady have been the
leaders in making the profession conscious of the smaller
schools. These men and others have presented a great many
figures and facts to Impress the public that large schools,
diversified offerings, and adequate financial support are
relatively uncommon. Table 1, shows very significant facts.
From 1926 to 1934 the number of public high schools had in-
creased from 17,710 to 23,213, or an increase of 31 per
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cent. It is encouraging to see that the nimiber of schools
with enrollment of less than 50 decreased by 1934. In 1930,
54 per cent of the schools belonged in the tv/o smallest
enrollment groups. By 1934 schools with enrollment of less
than 100 represented 47 per cent of all the schools. The
figures for all public high schools enrolling fewer than
200 pupils are for 1930, 75 per cent and for 1934, 71 per
cent. Althou^ the percentage of the smaller high schools
has decreased, the change has not altered the fact that the
vast majority of high schools are small.
Table 2."“ Per cent of Children 14 to 17
Years Attending High School
(partially estimated)
.
Year 1926 1930 1934
Rural
(Communities
of 2500 or less) 29.7 39.5 60.5
Urban
(Communities
of over 2500) 53.6 58.0 67.9
a/ Cook, Op. cit., p. 7.
Gaumnitz writes that 50 per cent of the school children
of our nation live in communities of less than 2500 popu-
1/lation. Another table from the Biennial Survey of Edu-
cation in the United States: 1934-36 shows the percentage
of rural and urban children of high school age who were
\/ V/. H. Gaumnitz, "The Importance of the Small School--Its
Major Problems”, The Phi Delta Kappan (April, 1937) 39: 209.
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enrolled in public schools. Table 2 on page 9, shoves that
in 1930 nearly 20 per cent more of the urban than of the
rural secondary school population v;ere enrolled. The
figures for 1934 had to be partially estimated because
there has been no national census since 1930. One wonders
if, among other factors, certain shortcomings of the small-
er secondary schools have been responsible for the smaller
percentage enrolled in rural schools.
These facts show how important the smaller schools are
because of their numbers and because of the number of
pupils served by them. Another approach is to study the
recognized shortcomings of these schools. In the next
chapter will be found a discussion of these shortages and
of provisions for Improvement as suggested in the current
literature
.
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THE RECOGNIZED SHORTAGES OF THE SMLLER SECONDARY SCHOOLS
AND THE RECOI^IvIEIIDED PROVISIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
The Recognized Shortages
Practically all of the writers dealing with the pro-
blems of the smaller secondary schools offer criticisms
which can be grouped under one or more of the following
indictments. First they maintain that the program of
studies is too limited to meet the diversified needs of the
pupils enrolled. A second criticism is that the pupil-
teacher ratio is too low. A third objection is that the
teachers are required to make so many different prepara-
tions in such widely different subject fields that the in-
struction received is of necessity mediocre. And finally
the charge is made that Instructional materiel is Inadequate
or entirely lacking. The evidence indicates that there is
sound basis for each of these criticisms.
The curriculum .— The most frequent criticism of the
smaller secondary schools is of its curriculum. For example
Ferriss—^ writes, "In practise we are still in a large
1/ Emery N. Ferriss, "Curriculum Characteristics and Trends
in Rural Secondary Schools", National Education Association
Proceedinp;s; 1953
.
National Education Association, Washing-
ton, 1933. p. 449.
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measure trying to meet the educational needs of all pupils
through curriculimi materials originally designed to prepare
a select group for entrance to college when the ideal of
general discipline was prevailing.” Langfitt makes much
the same criticism when he charges that
"For many years the general picture of the small
hi^ school has been that of a struggling and inade-
quate social institution blindly ‘aping’ the organiza-
tion and procedures of the large school with impardon-
able attempts to prepare all its pupils to meet the
academic requirements of the more academic colleges."
Many studies have shown that the program of studies
offered by these schools is dominated by, if not limited to
the traditional college preparatory subjects. If the small
school is going to function primarily as a preparatory
school for the most conservative colleges, the result will
be small classes, low pupil-teacher ratio, and a very high
rate of pupil mortality. If these schools are to meet the
educational needs of all the pupils who come to their doors,
an enriched curriculum must be offered.
One study of subjects offered by small secondary
schools is reported in the Sixth Yearbook of the Department
of Superintendence. There are two similar studies to be
found in the Thirtieth Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of Education. The reports of these three studies
show interesting differences and will serve as bases for
rrj7 Emerson Langfitt, "The Small Hi^ School--A Challenge
and an Opportunity", Junior-Senior High School Clearing
House (April, 1934) 8: 453.

comparison with the offerings of the smaller Massachusetts
secondary schools.
Table 3. Subjects Offered by 25 i er Cent or More of 196













English 1 94 Modern history 35
English 2 94 World history 27
1 sh 5.......... 74 G ivies ............. 49
English 4 68 General science .... 60
Tiflti n 1 ............ 57 Rlolop*v 42
Latin 2...... 52 Physics 43
Prennh 1 ........... 26 Ghemistry. 31
Elementary algebra. 91 Agriculture 30
Advanced algebra... 44 Physical education. 29
Plane geometry 78 Bookkeeping 31
American history... 62 Typewriting 28
Ancient history....
i
39 Home economics 41
a/ Adapted from J. N. Rule, "The Development of the High
School Curriculum"
,
Department of Superintendence « Sixth
Yearbook
,
National Education Association, Washington, 1928,
p. 94.
In Table 3, Rule’s report of the offerings of 196 repre-
sentative small high schools shows that subjects offered by
at least one-half of the schools Included only English,
Latin, mathematics, American history, and general science.
The only vocational subjects given by 25 per cent of these
schools were agriculture, commercial studies, and home
economics. The offerings are surprisingly limited and
traditional.
Helen Hefferman’s account of the subjects included in

Table 4, Percentages of the IBO Small Rural High Schools








English. 1 100 100
English 2 100 100




Public speaking.... 0 34
Latin 1 44 80
Latin 2 39 77
French 1 0 29
French 2 0 25
Spanish 1 85 94
Spanish 2 77 92
Spanish 3 43 46
Elementary algebra. 100 100
Advanced algebra. . 76 89
Plane geometry 100 100
Solid geometry 0 49
T?*lgonometry 35 55
General science.... 75 74
Biology 40 76
Chemistry 61 86
Physics ............ 55 81
American history... 0.00 100




Modern history ! 0 i 33
























































^ Adapted from Helen Hefferman, "Some Problems Suggested by
a Study of the Curricula in California Rural High Schools",
as reported in Status of Rural Education
,
National Society
for the Study of Education, Thirtieth Yearbook, Part I,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois:
1931, p. 138.
the currioulums of 25 per cent or more of 180 small rural
%
high schools of California shows a very different situation,
j
Table 4, reveals a much more balanced program. In general, |
I
i
practical and fine arts are apparently regarded as important
|

as the academic s-ubjects. Homemaking Is offered in many
more 'schools of both sizes than is Latin. A reasonable
guess to account for the wealth and balance of the curricu-
lum of these schools would be that favorable economic con-
Table 5. Percentages of Junior-Senior High Schools of
Classified Enrollment in Indiana Offering the
Subjects Listed.











m (2) (3) (4) (5)
English 100 100 100 100
Social studies 100 100 100 100
Mathematics 100 100 100 100
Latin 93 94 100 97
Home economics 84 98 93 100
Music 84 86 95 97
Art 56 70 84 86
Physics 54 68 77 83
Industrial arts 43 56 73 91
Agriculture 46 49 45 37
Biology 29 47 48 57
Commercial subjects.. 20 32 57 80
Physical education. .
.
30 32 41 60
Botany 33 23 23 37
Physical geography... 27 24 32 26
Commercial ^^eography. 27 20 20 20
Physiology 20 21 7 29








Hygiene 2 2 ' 5 9
French 2 ' 11
^ Adapted from The Status of Rural Education , National
Society for the Study of Education, Thirtieth Yearbook,
Part I, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois, p. 31.
ditions and freedom from tradition are responsible. The
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small California schools offer a much broader program than
I
j




Indiana according to Simon.
jl
j! Simon’s report of subjects offered by the 257 six-year
li
high schools of Indiana, as given in Table 5, on page 15,
|i
ij shows neither the unusual wealth of subjects offered in
small California schools nor the very meager list of sub-
jects offered by the selected schools studied by Rule.
Academic subjects are more frequently offered than are the
subjects planned especially for those students who will not
go to college. Home economics, music, and art are the only
non-academic subjects which are offered by more than half of
the schools of enrollment of one hundred or less. Commercial
subjects and physical education are given by fewer than one-
third of all schools enrolling fewer than 150 pupils. It
must be that the curriculum in many of the schools is limit-
ed to academic subjects only.
A more recent study of the trends of subjects offered
by the small secondary schools was made by Ferriss, Gaumnitz,
and Braramell in the National Survey of Education. They sum-
marize their findings in the following quotation."^
’’There are rather clear indications that the main
body of the curriculum in the smaller secondary schools
has remained relatively constant. On the other hand.
2^ Emery N. Ferriss, W. H. Gaumnitz, and P. Roy Bramraell,
The Smaller Secondary Schools
.
National Survey of Secondary
Education, Monograph 6, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17, United States
Office of Education, Washington, 1933. p. 122.
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ithere is rather definite indication of some trend to-
ward a curriculum more closely related to the condi-
tions and problems of modern life and toward subjects
of a practical character. This trend is shown in the
addition of such subjects as economics, problems of
democracy, study of occupations, commercial subjects,
agriculture, and home economics. A lesser trend to-
ward the appreciational subjects is indicated by the
I relatively large number of schools that have recently
i added music to the curriculum and the smaller number
i
that have added the study of art.”








ed and one-sided curriculum seems to be justified by these
|
studies. The following paragia^hs will disclose some of the
j
i
causes of this barren program of studies.
j
Small classes .— In schools enrolling fewer than 300
j
pupils, small classes are Inevitable. Classes of fewer than
|
j





recitation plan of instruction the small school must choose |
i
between a large number of small classes and a very limited
|
curriculum. Bubar and others in the Tentative Report of the
Sub-Committee on Curriculum Revision for the Small Massachu-
setts Hl,^h School^ found that "at the present tine the
average three-teacher hlgji school has four classes enrolling
less than five pupils. One four-teacher high school with 24
classes in the program has fifteen with enrollments of less
than five." Small classes are not to be regarded as evil
per se, but because of the resulting low pupil-teacher ratio
l/ Tentative ^port of the Sub-Committee on Curriculum Re-




graphed bulletin, Massachusetts Department of Education,
Boston, 1934. p. 11.
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and high per-pupil cost
Pupil-teacher ratio and pen-pupil cost ,-- Any move to-
ward enrichment in the smaller schools has for its first
stinnbling block the already low pupil-teacher ratio and the
high per-pupil cost. Ferriss reveals a typical attitude
1/
when he writes ” the pupil-teacher ratio (in schools
with fewer than 125 pupils) is less than fifteen to one.
Reasonable economy of instruction makes any decrease in this
ratio practically prohibitive.’’
Preparations per teacher .-- In a school with a rela-
tively small number of teachers, the exigencies of the
schedule, even with a minimum program of studies, demand
that each teacher be responsible for a wide variety of sub-
jects. Every person who has tau^t in a small school can
recall weird combinations of subjects in a teacher^ s pro-
graiii. Ferriss in discussing this problem says that ’’the
median teaching load in those smaller schools is at present
over three different subjects representing at least two
major subject-matter fields.” A typical program for a
teacher, then, might be to teach three classes of Latin,
two of French, and one in biology or civics. With six or
seven daily preparations over such a wide field, no teacher
can possibly make adequate preparation.
^ Emery N, Ferriss, ’’Curriculum Trends and Problems in
Rural High Schools”, Junior-Senior High School Clearinp;
House (April, 1934) 8: 461.
2/ Loc. cit.
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i Limited instructional materiel,-- A final criticism of
i the smaller schools is that there is a dearth of equipment
' available for instructional purposes. Libraries are non-
I
' existent, or inadequate. Laboratory equipment is limited
I
and antiquated. Motion picture projectors and stereopticon
i
lanterns are either not available or are buried under a col-
lection of dust in some remote corner. .
I
1
These are the serious problems peculiar to the smaller
j




literature relating to education in the smaller communities.
,
Provisions for Improvement
As indicated in Chapter I, many methods have been sug-
gested and used in attempts to enrich the program of the
smaller secondary schools. This study has been limited to
I
j
the six provisions listed on page two. In this section,
i
the plan is to summarize the current literature which re-
I
I
lates to each of the provisions,
j
j
Alternation of subjects, -- Alternation of subjects has
I been used for many years. This device is particularly use-
I
!
ful in the smaller secondary schools because it tends to re- i
||
I
lieve most of the shortages which were discussed in the pre-
|
I
ceding section. Alternation makes possible the addition of I
I
new subjects to the curriculum, A typical report of the use i
of the plan is made by Barry. In a small western school,
1/ Donald L. Barry, "A Small School puts Through a Practical
Curriculum Revision”, Clearing House (September, 1937) 12; 30-
I
Q£
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enough time was saved by alternation and elimination so that
nine teaching hours per day were available for new subjects
which otherv/ise could not have been added to the prograra*
Alternation will tend to lessen the nimiber of small classes,
or to say it another way, it will tend to increase the
pupil-teacher ratio. Herman H, Richardson not only re-
cognizes that alternation will permit enrichment of the
curriculum and will increase the pupil-teacher ratio, but
also advocates the continued use of the plan even though
the enrollment in a subject when offered only once in two
years becomes too large for one class. The resulting tv/o
sections provide an opportunity for homogeneous grouping
and for decreasing the number of teacher preparations.
2/Castle suggests an additional value to be attained by
alternation in maintaining that the plan leads to more
efficient use of classrooms, laboratories, and shops*
A/Broady^ advocates alternation by semesters and by days as
well as by years.
I
!
’'Alternation by semesters and by days in the week i
i




V/ashington, 1934. p, 27-28.
y Lynn E. Castle, ”How a Small High School Conserves its
Teachers’ Energy", Nation’s Schools (November, 1932) 10: 59-
60.
y Knute 0, Broady, "Curriculum for the Three-Teacher Six-
Year High School", Junior-Senior High School Clearing House
(April, 1934) 8: 486.
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is advisable for certain subjects for the reason that
school periods must generally be uniform in length
because of the exigencies of schedule making, even
thou^ the amount of time devoted to some subjects
should be less than the amount of time devoted to
other subjects."
Detailed suggestions of the proper pairs of subjects to
alternate, or reports of the extent to which the plan is
1 /
used, are very rare. Clem and Derby~^ report that of 150
high schools in the state of Hew York with enrollment of
less than one hundred, 85 per cent made some use of alter-
nation. They found that the pairs of subjects most fre-
quently alternated were physics and chemistry, ancient and
modern history, and advanced language courses. Ferriss,
2/
Gaiimnitz, and Brammell found only one other pair of sub-
jects commonly used—algebra and geometry. They go on to
report 116 instances of alternation in the 109 selected
schools studied.
"The alternations reported included 37 different
alternating pairs of subjects, most of them occurring
but once. Two of the smaller four-year schools re-
ported the alternation of all subjects in the third and
fourth years. The average number of alternations per
school was two for group I (fewer than 75 pupils), two
for schools of group II (76-150 pupils), and less than
one for schools of group III (151 or more pupils)."
From the practise reported in these two studies and
from the arguments for alternation already discussed, the
Olie Ivl, Clem and Orlo L, Derby, "Are Curriculum Practices
of Small High Schools Practical^" Nation’s Schools (March,
1934) 13: 39-42.
2/ Op. cit., p. 121.
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value of the practise can not he gainsaid
Combination of classes .-- A provision for enrichment
which is very s-^milar to alternation is the combination of
classes. The plan to schedule two classes for the same
teacher and during the same class period is frequently ad-
vocated in the literature, but apparently actual use of the
1/device is uncommon* Clem and Derby”*^ found that only 4 per
cent of the 150 schools studied used the plan. They report
that 10 per cent of the principals of all schools included
in the study, and 27 per cent of the educators in hi^er
institutions to whom check lists were sent favored the plan.
The seven instances of combinations reported by the six
schools using the plan included the following class groups:
bookkeeping I and II, design I and II, geometry la and Ib,
French II and III, and French III and Latin III.
The reason that the plan is not used more extensively
is probably due to the method of instruction which prevails
in the smaller schools. Obviously the group-recitation
plan of instruction can not be used with combined classes.
Some kind of a differentiated unit assignment plan must be
adopted to make the scheme feasible.
"The members of each of the classes are brou^t
together for the phases of the learning process in
which they can most profitably work together. Since
the teacher has two (there may be more) distinct class
ny Loc. cit.
2/ Op. cit., p. 488
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groups working under him all the time the individual
material used must be practically self-administering,
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Essentially the same arguments which favor alternation I
I
can be used to show the value of combination of classes. The
practise of this scheme will result in a higher pupil-teacher
I
ratio and in an opportunity to enrich the curriculum with
additional subjects.
i
Supervised correspondence study,— The use of corre-
!
I
spondence courses in the secondary school to supplement the
program of studies was initiated by S, C, Mitchell in the
high school at Benton Harbor, Michigan. The practise was
started in 1923, By 1935 tv;o hundred pupils of the school
were taking 30 different courses of a very wide variety,^
2/In an article dealing with the practise Mitchell reports
the plan at Benton Harbor is that the pupil carry at least
three regular school subjects. The remaining subjects on
a pupil’s program may be chosen from a list of 400 corre-
spondence courses. The director of supervised corre-
spondence study in 1933 was given two periods a day to
1/ R, Emerson Langfitt, Prank W. Cyr, and H, William Newsom,
The Small High School at Work
.
American Book Company, New
York, 1936, p, 259. i
!
2/ S, C, Mitchell, "The Benton Harbor Plan—An Economy Meas-
ure", American School Board Journal (April, 1933) 86: 20-21* '
I
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supervise the work of the students. In one period he work-
ed v/ith 67 pupils, in the second period with 71, Since
1923 the practise has spread throughout the country to a
considerable extent*
The state in which the supervised correspondence plan
is used to the greatest advantage is ITehraska. In 1929,
in cooperation with the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching, the University of Nebraska started
to encourage the use of the plan in the smaller secondary
schools of the state. The Extension division of the
University collaborated with the faculty of the Teachers
College to organize and offer correspondence courses es-
pecially designed for secondary school pupils. The move-
ment grew so rapidly that seven years after its Inception
600 pupils in 220 small high schools were enrolled for
1200 individual courses.'^
Apparently the plan has not been adopted with so much




Derby~^ found only one small school that reported the use
of supervised correspondence study. Of all the principals
who indicated their opinion of the value of the plan, 38
3/per cent favored its use, Clark, v;ho was connected v/ith
\/ Langfitt, Gyr, and Newson, op. cit., p. 260.
^ Loc. cit.
^ E. Everett Clark, ’'Instruction by I.Iail in Massachusetts”,
School Life (June, 1932) 17: 188.
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the University Extension of the Department of Education in
Massachusetts, reported in 1934 that ”in the last two years
200 enrollments in a large variety of subjects have been
accepted.
”
The supervised correspondence course plan for secondary
schools has four significant features. First, the courses
are planned and written especially for secondary school
pupils. Second, the local school committee pay for the cost
of the course* In some cases the student is expected to pay
for books and special materials needed for the course. The
third feature is that the local school gives credit toward
graduation for all courses properly completed. The final
and perhaps the most significant feature is the director or
supervisor who is a member of the local faculty* Upon the
supervisor's shoulders rests the responsibility to a great
1/
extent for the success or failure of the plan* Congdon
lists six functions of the supervisor. In essence they are:
1* Guidance to individual students in the selection of
courses
.
2. Assistance in locating supplementary materials, such
as local trips, additional literature, and coopera
tion of persons in the community with special
training.
"V/ Wray H* Congdon, "’yhat is Supervised Correspondence
Study?" Junior-Senior High School Clearing House (December
1955) 10:“21 7- 221.

26
3. Analysis of student’s study and reading habits and
suggestions for improvement.
4. Stimulation and inspiration.
I
5. Cooperation with correspondence course authors for
improvement of the course.
6. Registration of marks and credits.
Broady^ suggests four functions somewhat similar to
those listed above. They are essentially:
1. Follow directions and suggestions of correspondence
center.
2. Establish a regular schedule for study and confer-
ences with each pupil.
3. Assist student in case of difficulty.
4. Help the student to locate the necessary materials.
From these two lists of functions one can picture the
duties and responsibilities of the local supervisor.
All the literature dealing with supervised corre-
spondence courses for secondary school pupils listed worth
while advantages. Some of the advantages are offered with
more enthusiasm than is justified perhaps. Most of the
advantages apply to the small secondary schools particularly.
If the follov/lng quotations are correct, the use of corre-
spondence courses should not be limited to the smaller
schools.
Frank v;. Cyr, et al., op. cit., p. 40.
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Wooden and Broady maintain that correspondence study
is equal to, if not superior to regular classroom instruc-
tion. Wooden^ quotes the late President Harper of Chicago
University as saying
”It is a safe statement to say that work done by
correspondence is equal to the work done in the class-
room, and I may go even farther and say that there is
a larger portion of high grade work done in corre-
spondence than in the classroom.”
2/Broady goes strai^t to the point when he writes-'
"Studies relating to the effectiveness of correspondence
study in general indicate that, if anything, it is superior
to Instruction by the regular classroom method.” This much
certainly can be said. The material is presented in long-
time unit assignments. Some of the values, which the unit
assignment has as a method of classroom Instruction, would
certainly carry over into correspondence courses. To that
extent then, these courses would certainly be superior to
the regular courses offered by the school using the group-
recitation and daily assignment method.
The supervised correspondence plan solves the shortage
for which the smaller schools are most frequently criti-
cised. The plan adds more covirses to the currlculimi of
TrSTTT Wooden, ’’Supervised Correspondence Study for High
School Pupils”, Teachers College Record (Februarv 1929)
30: 449.
^ Knute 0. Broady and Earl T. Platt, ’’The Case for Super-
vised Correspondence Study”, Nation * s Schools (January,
1
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schools which adopt the plan than the largest schools in
the country can offer#
in this way#
"It is to supervised correspondence study that we
turn for the v/ide array of electives which should be
chosen by the high school pupil under guidance in
order that their great diversification of interests
and of possible lines of vocational preparation may be
taken into account# It is probable that approximately
from one-quarter to one -eighth of the time of most
pupils should be devoted to these vocational and avo-
cational fields."
2/With much the same point of view Clark Indicates the
range of the additions which may be made to the curriculum#
"Repeated demands for such courses as automobile
repairing, mechanical drawing, household management,
elementary aviation, radio, and interior home decora-
tion indicate a desire of serious-minded students for
j
knowledge of subjects which can not be included in the :
ordinary school program."
|
If this were the only advantage which the plan offered
|
it would be well worth while# I
I
The Intelligent use of the plan will make it inexcus-
able for a school to have very small classes. The elimina-
tion of these classes v/lll in turn increase the pupil-
V 1teacher ratio and lower per-pupil cost. Broady and Platt*^ '
I
I
indicate that the cost of correspondence courses approxl-
|
mates the cost of offering instruction in the medium or
or large sized classes. "The economy aspect will lead to
1/ iCnute 0# Broady, op# cit#, p# 489#
^ E# Everett Clark, loc. cit#
^ Knute 0. Broady and Earl T. Platt, op, cit#, p# 33.
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displacement of small classes only." A further desirable
outcome from extended use of the plan will be to listen
the heavy teaching load usually found in the small schools*
Both Gaiminitz and Broady offer lists of advantages.
Gaumnitz-^ says in essence that correspondence courses will
permit the small secondary school to;
1* Eliminate small classes
2. Enrich the curriculum
I
j




4. Provide for individual differences
!
j
5. Provide post-hi{^ school education for unemployed
j
who cannot afford college
I
6* Provide an opportunity to persons, who dropped out
of school, to complete their high school course
i
j
7. Extend the rudiments of secondary education into
sparsely settled areas
8* Provide an adequate substitute for evening and
I
!i
continuation schools in comn\mitles where there
are too few persons to organize a regular school
9. Offer instruction for shut-ins
Broad offers several of the advantages listed above
and also in substance the following*
1* Lighten the present excessive teaching load
\/ Walter K. Gaumnitz, op* clt*, p* 1-2*
2/ Frank W* Cyr, et al.. op* cit*, p* 42*

2. Supply all teachers with individual instructional
material which helps as
a. A source of supplementary material
h. A guide to inexperienced teachers
c. An opportunity to introduce new teaching
methods
Keep the curriculum dynamic and up to date
4. Facilitate, stimulate, and coordinate experimenta-
tion in the small high school
All of these advantages claimed for supervised corre-
spondence study are powerful arguments for the practise.
Broady and Platt^ have written three sentences which make
excellent summarizing and concluding statements.
"To provide equality of educational opportunity
schools must offer at public expense, not courses
identical for all pupils, but courses of equal value
to all pupils. Each pupil must be ministered to ac-
cording to his needs. This necessitates a wide array
of courses, the very thing that supervised corre-
spondence study makes possible to the small secondary
school."
Differentiated unit assignment .— The differentiated
unit-assignment is important because it is a fundamental
provision for improvement of instruction in all secondary
schools. It has a special significance in this study be-
cause its use is presupposed in the practise of two of the
provisions which have already been discussed. It has been
pointed out already that combination of classes is practi-
ITKnute 0. Broady and Earl T. Platt, op. cit., p. 34.
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Icable only with the use of this method of instruction. It
!
is obvious that correspondence courses must be built with
differentiated unit assignments in order to be of value.
Any discussion of methods of instruction is difficult
because of the wide variety of terms used. Billet'^ simpli-
I
fies the difficulty in the following quotation.
|
I
"In practice a number of widely discussed plans,
techniques, or procedures characterized by the unit
assignment are essentially one and the same thing. The
procedures are known variously as the project method,
problem method, differentiated assignments, long-unit
j
assignments, contract plan, laboratory plan, indivldu- I
allzed instruction, winnetka technique or some raodlfi- '
cation, Dalton plan or some modification, and Morrison
plan or some modification. A clear cut distinction
should be made between the unit and the unit assign-
ment. The unit is regarded in this study as a concept,
attitude appreciation, knowledge, or skill to be ac-
quired by the pupil, which if acquired, will produce a
desirable modification of his thinking or other forms
of behavior. The unit assignment consists of those
activities and experiences planned bv the teacher to
enable the pupil to master the unit."
Using these definitions given in this quotation, an
attempt will be made to determine the extent to which the
smaller schools have used the unit-assignment.
Any attempt to determine how widespread the use of the
unit assignment is, confronts a serious hazard. The number
I
of schools reporting the practice is an indication. But it
is even more important to find out to what extent the method
is being used in each school. If a school reports the prac-




National Survey of Secondary Educa-
tion, Monograph 13, Bulletin, 1932, No. IV, United States
Office of Education, V/ashlngton, 1933. p. 420-421.
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''tice, is it because it is being used by all classes all the
time? Billet found that the practice was being used ex-
tensively, but more frequently in the larger schools than
1/
the smaller schools* Ferriss, Gauinnitz, and Brainraell
concluded their study of the problem with these words.
"The evidence shov/s, even v;hen conservatively
interpreted, that a considerable proi^ortion of these
schools are to some extent at least trying out prac-
tices that represent departures from the recitation
plan of teaching and the daily textbook assignment.
A relatively large proportion of the schools have been
giving some attention to the use of the newer tech-
niques, and a significant number have introduced some
of them into their regular teaching practice in some
or all subjects."
The unit assignment plan has three advantages which
tend to relieve the problems peculiar to the smaller
if
schools. Billet points out one of these values as
follows
:
"No provision now being made in secondary schools
for the individual differences of pupils offers great-
er promise than the unit assignment The unit
assignment is the basis of remedial work and of work
with slow pupils, and it affords interesting chal-
lenges to bright pupils. It is the key to differ-
entiated content and teaching procedure whether class-
es are homogeneous or heterogeneous."
Since there is very little opportunity to use homoge-
eous grouping or some of the other provisions for indi-
vidual differences in the smaller schools, the use of the
w Op. clt., p* 335.
Op. clt., p. 137.
^ Roy 0. Billet, "Plans Characterized by the Unit Assign-
ment", School Review (November, 1932) 40: 668.
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unit assignment is of peculiar advantage and of vital im'
portance to these schools. Many writers have pointed out
that the unit assignment method is a prerequisite to the
combination of classes points out also that
correspondence courses must be built upon a unit assignment
basis
.
Itinerant personnel .— The use of itinerant teachers
has been practiced for a great many years. No studies have
been found by the v/riter which show the nimiber of persons
so engaged by the various cooperating schools involved, or
the school subjects which the itinerant or circuit personnel
teach. Many of the writers dealing with the smaller school
problems suggest that the use of itinerant teachers is one
of the ways to relieve the shortcomings of these schools.
But only three offer any extended comment.
Buck, Moyer, and Windes are the three writers who do
more than to suggest the use of itinerant personnel. Buclr*^
writes the practice of engaging circuit teachers
”is undoubtedly one of the most effective methods
now in use for enlarging the restricted offerings of
small hi^ schools and it is hoped that the practise
will be extended further in such fields as music,
physical and health education, the fine arts, and in-
dustrial arts.”
"ij Frank \7, Cyr, et al,, op, cit., p, 39.
2/ J. L. B. Buck, ’’Enlarging the Program of Studies in the
Small High School”, Junior-Senior High School Clearing
House (April, 1934) 8: 585.
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J. H* Moyer^ lists three advantages to be gained
from the employment of circuit teachers.
"1. the curriculum may be enriched economically
2. better-trained teachers may be secured
3. the pupil-teacher ratio can be controlled, since
only a fraction of a teacher may be employed in
a school"
Vifindes”^ suggests that circuit teachers who are spe-
cialists in the various subjects be used to offer instruc-
tion based upon the unit assignment. The resident staff
would act in a capacity similar to that of the supervisor
of correspondence study. Each specialist might be expect-
ed to spend one-quarter to one-sixth of the time in one
given school.
Obviously the chief advantage of itinerant personnel
to the smaller schools is that by such an arrangement the
curriculum may be enriched v;ithout making any radical
change in the pupil-teacher ratio.
Itinerant materiel .— The writer has not found any
literature dealing extensively with the plan to have
schools cooperatively own such materials as library books,
laboratory equipment, moving picture projectors, and moving
picture films. Mention of the plan is occasionally found.
To the writer’s knowledge no studies have been published
1/ Frank V;, Cyr, et al., op. clt., p. 34.
S. E. ^'Tlndes, "Possibilities of Individualized Instruc-
tion in the Small Hip;h Schools", School and Society
(April 25, 1925) 21: 489-493.
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reporting the practice in any detail.
Sutminary
The literature dealing with the smaller secondary
schools recognizes the following as being shortages peculiar
to these schools*
1 . A curriculum, limited and essentially academic
2. Large numbers of small classes
3. Low pupil-teacher ratio and high pupil cost of
instruction
4. The teaching load including large numbers of sub-
jects, covering a wide range of subject fields
5. A lack of Instructional materiels
The following provisions are repeatedly offered to re-
lieve one or more of the shortages listed above:
1. Alternation of subjects
2. Combination of classes
3. Supervised correspondence courses
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CHAPTER III
THE CURRICULA AND PROVISIONS FOR ENRICHI.iElTr
IN SMALL mSSACHUSETTS HIGH SCHOOLS
The Reporting Schools
In order to determine the curriculum and the extent
to which provisions for enrichment are being used in small
Massachusetts high schools, a check list was sent to the
principal of each of the 109 high schools located in to\7ns
with a population of 5000 or fewer. A copy of the check
list and of the covering letter which were sent to these
schools will be found in the Appendix* Of the 109 check
lists that were mailed to these schools 91, or 83 per cent
Table 6. -Small Massachusetts High Schools, Classified
According to Size of Enrollment and Type of













100 or fewer 13 5 18
101-150 12 6 18
151-200 13 12 25
201-250 6 5 11
over 250 8 11 19
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Figure 2. Enrollment In grades 10, 11, and 12 divided by the
enrollment in grade 9 of 91 small Massachusetts high schools,
grouped according to enrollment and type of organization.
(Indicating the holding power that these schools have on
entering pupils}*
of the n\miber sent, were returned in usable form. Of the
38
91 schools responding 52, or 57 per cent, were from regular
four-year high schools. The remaining 39 were from six-
year schools. The number of schools returning the check list

grouped according to the type of organization and to the
number of pupils enrolled is given in Table 6 on page 36.
Figure 2 on page 38, shows that the reporting schools
differ in their ability to retain pupils in the upper
grades. In this comparison it is safe to discount the
possibility that the peak growth of enrollment may not
have reached the upper grades, because any state-wide situ-
ation of that kind would have an equal effect on all
schools. Using the number enrolled in grade nine as a
base. Figure 2 can be used to compare the percentages of
pupils enrolled in the upper grades of these schools group-
ed on a basis of enrollment and type of organization. The
larger schools of both types of organization tend to re-
tain a larger percentage in the tenth grade than do the
smaller schools. While Figure 2 does not show a consist-
ent trend in grade 11 or 12, it is safe to say that the
larger schools tend to retain more of their students than
do the smaller schools. The conspicuous fact is that the
six-year schools retain a consistently larger percentage of
pupils in the upper grades than do the four-year schools.
The Curriculum of the 91 Schools
It is difficult to present concisely an accurate and
complete report of the subjects offered by the 91 schools.
In a table which shows the percentage of schools offering
various subjects, a school which offers one year of agri-
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culture receives as much credit as a school offering three
or four years of work in the same subject. Another dif-
ficulty is illustrated by the following example. World
history may be offered by 50 per cent of the schools of
one group, and modern history may be included in the pro-
grams of 20 per cent of the schools of the same group*
From these facts it is Impossible for the reader to know
whether modern history is given by the same schools which
offer world history* V/ith the hope that the reader will
interpret the statistics in the light of these difficulties
the writer has included a table to shov/ the percentage of
the 91 Massachusetts high schools, grouped according to
enrollment and type of organization, that offer various
subjects. Another table shov/s the percentage of schools
which offer a varying number of years of work in some se-
lected subjects.
Table 7 on page 41, shows some interesting similari-
ties and differences between the various groups. English,
French, algebra, plane geometry, and American history are
all offered by every one of the 91 schools* Latin,
physics, chemistry, and general science are given by very
nearly all the schools. By far the majority of schools
offer stenography, typewriting, bookkeeping, biology, and
either world history or modern history. A very small per-
centage of the schools offer German, a study of occupa-
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Table 7. Percentages of 91 Small Massachusetts High Schools,
Classified According to Enrollment and Type of
Organization, Offering Various Subjects.
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j
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Due to an oversight economics was not included in the
list of subjects submitted to the respondents. Conse-
quently the percentages of schools reporting that econom-
ics is offered should be questioned. The opinion of per-
sons familiar with these schools Indicates that economics
is offered as frequently at least as is problems of
democracy.
tlons, physical geography, physiology, salesmanship,
health, music appreciation, or agriculture. Less than
half the schools include physical education or industrial
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arts in the program of studies. More of the four-year
schools tend to offer the older and more academic subjects
than do the six-year schools. In some cases the differ-
ence is perhaps insignificant. Latin, solid. geometry,
trigonometry, and ancient history is offered by a larger
percentage of four-year schools than of the six-year
group. Whereas the six-year schools offer more industri-
al and household arts than do the four-year schools, the
reverse is true in the case of agriculture. More of the
six-year schools offer courses in physical education and
in health. As is to be expected, the smaller schools offer
fewer subjects in every one of the major subject fields
than do the larger schools. It is of interest to compare
this table with those in Chapter II which report the cur-
riculum offered in other schools.
Table 8 on page 44, gives the percentages of the 91
schools, grouped according to enrollment and type of or-
ganization, which offer the elementary and the advanced
courses in Latin, French, algebra, stenography, typewrit-
ing, bookkeeping, agriculture, industrial arts, and house-
hold arts. These subjects were chosen for this table,
because of all the subjects which are offered for two or
more years by these schools, these are the ones which vary
in the nimiber of years offered. If physical education,
chorus, orchestra, and drawing are included in the program
of studies, they are usually offered in all years. With-
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1 Table 8# Percentages of 91 Small Massachusetts High Schools,
Grouped According to Enrollment and Type of
Organization, Offering Elementary and Advanced
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out exception English is offered in all years by all
schools. Naturally the four-year high schools can not
offer a fifth or a sixth year in any subject. A very siz-
able percentage of all schools do not offer Latin III or
Latin IV. Although more six-year schools offer no Latin,
the difference in percentages of the tv/o groups in their
offerings in advanced years is not significant. A larger
percentage of the four-year schools than of the six-year
give a third year of French. Few of the very small six-
year schools include a second year of algebra in their
program. The six-year schools consistently offer more
years of study in industrial and household arts. Tables
7 and 8 show that the smaller schools have more limited
offerings than do the larger schools. The smaller schools
particularly need to use every provision for enrichment
of the curriculum that possibly can be used.
The Use of Provisions for Enrichment
Alternation of subjects .-- One of the provisions for
immediate enricliment of the curriculum is alternation of
subjects. Table 9 on page 46 reveals a rather extensive
use of the plan in the 91 schools. About the same percent
age of schools of each type of organization use the prac-
tice. The six-year schools using this provision have a
consistently large average number of alternating pairs of
subjects. More of the smaller schools of both types use
C-. -
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the scheme than do the larger. As the enrollment increases
the schools tend to use fewer pairs of alternating subjects#
Whereas all schools in the smallest enrollment group report-
ing the use of alternation average over three pairs of al-
ternating subjects, the largest schools average considerably
less than two.
Table 9, Percentage of 91 Small Massachusetts High Schools,
Grouped According to Size of Enrollment and Type
of Organization, Using Alternation of Subjects;

























m C2) (3) (4) C5) (6) (7)
100 or less 100 80 1-6 1-4 2.9 3.3
101-150 92 100 1-3 1-5 2.1 3.3
151-200 92 100 1-4 1-4 2.0 2.4
201-250 83 80 1-2 1-2 1.6 l.B
over 250 75 73 1-3 1-3 1,5 1.3
All schools
1
90 87 1-6 1-5 2.2 2.4
The schools using this scheme report 41 different al-
ternating pairs of subjects. The most frequently used pair
is physics-chemistry, being reported as used in 66 of the 91
schools. The pairs that are used in more than ten schools
are algebra II and solid geometry- trigonometry, Latin III
and IV, and the last two years of English. The remaining
pairs are used by only two or three schools. They range
from pairs in the same subject field, such as economics and
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sociology, to pairs of subjects that seem to have very little
I
relationship, such as commercial law and health, and algebra
and biology. Apparently the only controlling factors in
determining the pairs of subjects to be alternated are the
number of periods per day that a special room, such as a
laboratory, is available, the combinations of subjects that
the various members of the faculty are prepared to teach,
the whim of the person making the schedule, and local tradi-
tion.
Alternation by days and semesters is apparently not
used in these schools. Pew schools offer subjects only three
or four periods per v/eek aside from drawing, chorus, and
physical education. One school reported that all of its
classes except chemistry and physics meet four periods per
week. Such a plan provides a much more elastic schedule.
Trigonometry and solid geometry are offered on a semester
basis fairly frequently. An occasional school offers a half
year of economics to be followed by a half year of sociology.
The general practice in the great majority of schools is to
build a lockstep program of five periods per week for each
subject
.
Combination of classes .-- The practice of scheduling
related classes for the same class period, the same room,
and the same teacher is reported by only seven of the 91
schools. Only one of the seven is a six-year school. That
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gunlor business training. The six four-year schools re-
port combinations of stenography-typewriting, typewriting-
bookkeeping, Latin I-Latin II, Latin I-Latin III, algebra
Il-algebra III, and mechanical drawing-industrial arts.
Three of the schools reporting the practice are in the low-
est enrollment group. Two are in the group of schools en-
rolling from 201 to 250 pupils. The other two schools are
in the middle group.
The fact that so few schools use this provision for
1
I
enriclanent may be due to the fact that the use of the plan i
I
is dependent upon the unit organization of the subjects.
j
As will be shown on subsequent pages, comparatively few
schools are using this method of instruction extensively.
Supervised correspondence study .— The thirteen schools
reporting the use of supervised correspondence study are
scattered fairly evenly through the various enrollment
groups. Eight of the schools reporting the practice are
four-year schools. All of these four-year schools report
that the school committee pays for the cost of the course.
Of the five six-year schools reporting the practice, two
report that the student pays the cost of the course, and
the remaining three report that the town pays the cost in
full. The total number of pupils taking correspondence
courses in the thirteen schools is 25. One school reports
that five of its pupils are taking courses in Latin III and
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IV. Another school reports five -pupils taking courses in
stenography and bookkeeping. The list of subjects that are













All of these courses v/ere obtained from the University Ex-
tension of the Massachusetts Department of Education. The
schools which have added one or more of these subjects
have enriched the curriculum and in some cases at least
have avoided additional small classes.
Method of Instruction .— Table 10 on page 50, shows
the number of the 91 schools, grouped according to enroll-
ment and type of organization, that reported some use of
the unit assignment as a method of instruction. Nearly
half of the six-year schools report the practice, v/hereas
only slightly more than one-quarter of the four-year
schools indicate that this method of Instruction is used.
The greater majority of the four-year schools reporting
the practice are from the smaller enrollment groups. The
six-year schools Indicating the use of the unit assign-
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Table 10. The Number of 91 Small Massachusetts High Schools.
Grouped According to Enrollment 8.nd Type of Or-
ganization, Reporting the Use of Differentiated
Unit Assignments.
Four-Year Schools Six-Year Schools
Humber i Number Number : Number
Enrollment in ^ reporting in i reporting
the group ;the practice the group I the practicem “TSI (3) (4) rSr^
100 or fev/er 13 5
i
2
101-150 12 1 2 6 1 3
151-200 13 5 12
201-250 6 1 5 1 3
over 250 8 1
^ . J_._. 6
All schools 52 14 39 19
J . 1
r
A very v/ide range of answers was received to the ques-
tion, “How many of the subjects offered by your school are
taught on the basis of some kind of well-organized differ-
entiated unit assignment". Four schools report that "all"
subjects are taught on that basis. The answer by another
school was "many" • Most schools were much more conserva-
tive in their answers. The answers from 20 of the 53
schools range from one to four. Apparently this method of
instruction is not widely used in most schools.
The returns indicate that subjects taught on the unit
plan are usually one of the natural sciences or one of the
social sciences. Subjects from these fields ane mentioned
20 and 17 times respectively. Mathematics is listed eight
times; English six; commercial subjects and household arts
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i*our eacli; industrial arts three; and agriculture one. Ap-
parently no subjects from the foreign language or fine arts
fields are taught on the basis of unit assignments.
Itinerant personnel .-- The practice of engaging itin-
erant personnel is fairly common v/ith these small schools*
Of the 91 high schools, 55 report that one or more persons
are employed by cooperating school systems and serve on a
part-time basis in the reporting school. Undoubtedly the
fact that 73 of the 91 reporting high schools are in towns
which belong to superintendency unions encourages this
practice. The reporting schools are fairly evenly distri-
buted between the different enrollment groups and between
the two types of organization.
According to the returns, these itinerant teachers
serve a widely varying number of schools. The mmiber
ranges from two to eight. The average number of schools
served is about four.
Table 11, on the following page, shows the number of
schools reporting the employment of itinerant personnel to
supervise various activities. Of all the itinerant person-
nel, the music and drawing teachers or supervisors are
by far the most numerous. A surprisingly large nimiber of
four-year schools report the part-time service of an itin-
erant school nurse as compared with the six-year schools.
Although the figures in Table 11 must be considered with the
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Table 11. The Nmber of 91 Small Massachusetts High
Schools, Grouped According to Organization, Re-














Physical education 3 1
Household arts 2 2
Industrial arts 1 1
Writing 1 1
fact in mind that three or four schools may all be report-
ing the part-time service of the same individual, the fact
remains that the reporting schools are each receiving the
advantages of the services of itinerant personnel as in-
dicated.
Itinerant materiel .-- Only six of the 91 reporting
schools Indicate that they own cooperatively v/ith other
schools any itinerant materiel. These six schools are
scattered rather evenly through the larger four enrollment
groups* They are equally divided between the four-year
and the six-year type of organization. Each of four of
these six schools reports that it owns cooperatively with
two other schools a moving picture projector. The fifth
school reports the cooperative ovmership of a projector
with ten other schools. The sixth school reveals that it
is cooperating with eight other schools in the cooperative
Rci'^osjyriceaasru Ili^rrrB lo 'r&cfim/i! ^rlT
-eH ocf Jbaqrjo^r; ^sI'oifo£
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Of the remaining 85 schools which did not report co-
operative ownership of itinerant materiel, 54 offered
various reasons for not using the provision. Thirty-three
schools report that there is enough equipment already
available. Ten feel that it is too difficult to assure
proper care of property for which no one person is directly
responsible. The remaining eleven offer various reasons
for not using the plan as follows:
”Tovms are scattered"
"No funds available"
"Never has been tried" (tv/o schools)
"It can't be done satisfactorily. It is not
where you v/ant it when you want it."
"There is no suitable tie-up in this vicinity"
"Too difficult to plan"
"Impractical"
"Inertia maybe"
"Has seemed too difficult to arrange with satis-
faction'*
"Transportation"
In Chapter IV will be found a further discussion in
summarized form of the findings of this survey and the
conclusions that may be tentatively drawn from them.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND SUI/P^ARY
The Need for Enrichment in the Smaller
Massachusetts High Schools
The curriculum of small Massachusetts hij^h schools
corn-pared with other small high schools .*" The curriculiim
of the 91 small Massachusetts high schools cooperating in
this study compares favorably with the curriculum reported
in other groups. As is shown in Table 7 and 8 on pages 41
and 44 the program of studies of these Massachusetts
schools is in general superior to the programs offered by
any group of schools cooperating in the studies by Rule,
Hefferman, or Simon as reported in Tables 3, 4, and 5, on
pages 13, 14, and 15. Not only does a larger percentage
of the 91 small Massachusetts high schools offer subjects
from most of the major subject-fields, but also a larger
percentage of the schools offers more subjects in each of the
fields. The comparative wealth of offering is particularly
noticeable in the fields of mathematics, social sciences,
natural sciences, and commercial subjects. Larger percent-
ages of schools reporting instruction in the foreign
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In the opinion of the writer not an indication of superi-
ority, hut an evidence of the strength of tradition*
The fields in which the offerings of these Massachu-
setts schools are either approximately equal to or inferior
to the offerings in at least some one of the three other
groups, of schools, are physical education, music, agri-
culture, industrial arts, and household arts. It is the
contention of the writer that, in view of the type of the
nev/ pupils enrolled in secondary schools, superiority in
the offerings of vocational subjects and of fine arts is
of much greater importance than superiority in the offer-
ings of subjects dealing with dead languages or dead peoples
The curriculum of the small Massachusetts high schools
compared with each other on the basis of enrollment and
type of organization *— As has been found in many other
studies, the curriculums of the schools cooperating in this
study are enriched, as the enrollment increases. This gen-
eral statement is true that the smaller the school is, the
greater is the proportion of its teaching strength which is
vitiated by instruction in academic and classical subjects.
The percentage of schools in the smaller enrollment groups
which offer instruction in foreign languages, mathematics,
social sciences, and natural sciences is essentially equal
to the percentage of schools in the larger enrollment groups
v/hich offer instruction in these fields. But comparatively
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education and the practical arts.
The sinall six-year Massachusetts high schools show
mostly small differences in the curriculum when compared
with the four-year schools. A few of the six-year schools
have had the courage to drop Latin from the program of
studies. A smaller percentage of the six-year than of the
four-year schools persist in offering ancient history. Re-
latively more of the six-year schools than of the four-year
schools offer physical education, civics, music, drawing,
industrial arts, and household arts. With the exception of
agriculture, the six-year schools show superiority in every
subject offered from the practical arts field. The six-
year schools and the larger schools of both types of organi-
zation tend to offer a program of studies more nearly suited
to the needs of the vast majority of pupils.
The evidence indicates that the curriculum of the 91
small Massachusetts high schools is comparatively superior
to the curriculum offered by other small schools. It is
manifest that of these 91 schools those in the larger en-
rollment groups offer a better balance of subjects. The
reports of the six-year schools show a superiority of offer-
ings as compared with the four-year schools. But in spite
of these various comparisons showing relative superiority,
the fact remains that the 91 schools compared on any basis
should offer more subjects from the practical arts and the
fine arts in order to meet more effectively the wide
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variety of interests, aims, needs, and abilities that are
to be found in the current enrollment of the secondary
schools.
Provisions for Enrichment of the Curriculum
Alternation of subjects . --A very large percentage of
the 91 small Massachusetts high schools apparently recognize
the value of annual alternation of subjects as a method of
enriching the curriculum. These schools make more use of
the provision than did the small secondary schools studied
by Ferriss, Gaumnitz, and Brammell.i'^ Apparently the larger
schools are not using this plan to provide them with the
opportunity to group class sections homogeneously, as sug-
2 /gested by Richardson;—' nor do the schools alternate subjects
by days in the week and by semesters, as suggested by
Broady.—/ The wide variety of pairs of subjects alternated
on an annual basis as reported by the 91 Massachusetts high
schools suggests that the device can be used very exten-
sively in a school, A thorough-going use of the alterna-
tion of subjects by years, by semesters, and by days in
the week, opens up all sorts of possibilities for enrich-
ing the curriculum, for homogeneous grouping, for reducing
the number of small classes, for increasing pupil-teacher
ratio, and for decreasing per-pupil cost of Instruction,
l/ Cf, p. 2l and
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Combination of classes .— In the case of subjects
which can not be alternated because of a necessary
sequence, the combination of classes will yield much the
same results. The absolute necessity of instructing com-
bined classes by the differentiated unit assignment method
is T/ithout doubt the reason why so very few of the schools
report the use of this provision. With instruction based
upon some kind of a well organized plan of differentiated
unit assignments, the combination of such classes as Latin
I and Latin II may be satisfactorily accomplished. The
combination of two or more classes will conserve the teach-
ing time and energy of the smaller schools. Like the
first provision, the use of this plan will decrease the
nimiber of small classes, increase the pupil-teacher ratio,
lower per-pupil cost of instruction, and provide oppor-
tunities for enrichment.
Supervised correspondence study .-- Supervised corre-
spondence study is one of the provisions which will enrich
the curriculum of the smaller schools to the greatest ex-
tent. The school that supplements the subjects offered by
regular classroom Instruction with a list of 400 correspond-
ence courses, has tal-cen a very decided step toward meeting
the individual needs of the pupils enrolled. It is surpris-
ing that only 13, one-seventh of the reporting schools, make
any use at all of this provision which is such a splendid

and convenient method for enriching the curriculiim and
for tending to relieve all but one of the shortcomings that
are peculiar to the smaller schools* The only shortcoming
that this provision v/ill not ameliorate is the shortage
of instructional materiel* V/ith the smaller classes re-
moved from the daily class schedule, the teaching load
can be lightened, not only by reducing the number of class-
es, but also by curtailing the number and diversification
of the daily preparations* It is perfectly apparent that
the pupil-teacher ratio and the per-pupil cost of instruc-
tion Y/ill soar and dive respectively with the intelligent
use of this plan*
Differentiated unit assignment .-- The differentiated
unit assignment is a most important means of Improving
Instruction in all secondary schools* But this method of
Instruction has peculiar advantages for the smaller schools
in that it makes possible the combination of classes and
provides for individual differences. The organization of
courses on this basis provides for differences, not only
due to ability, but also to interests, aims, and needs.
The large schools can use homogeneous grouping, special
classes, scientific study of problem cases, advisory
and guidance programs, and other means which v/ill partial-
ly provide for individual differences. For the small
school, the differentiated unit assignment is usually the
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only method that is practicable. It is difficult to estim-
ate the extent to which this method of instruction is being
used in the 91 schools, due to a confusion of terms and a
lack of understanding. When some of the respondents, in
reporting the number of classes in the school that are
taught on this basis, answer, "practically all", "many",
and "all", and when in reporting the subject fields in
which the differentiated unit assignment is used, they re-
ply, "history especially" or "most textbooks on the unit
plan", one becomes rather skeptical of the extent to which
this very important method of instruction is actually being
used in these schools.
Itinerant personnel .-- The employment of itinerant
personnel is the one means available to the smaller second-
ary schools of obtaining the services of personnel who
are specialists in their field. Small schools that could
not otherwise have, because of the expense, the benefit of
the services of a school nurse, for example, might well be
able to employ such a person cooperatively with other schools
If the reason for the fact that 55 of the 91 responding
schools report the practice is that most of these schools
are in superintendency unions, the extensive practice of
the plan is a powerful argument for large supervisory dis-
tricts. In this age of good roads and convenient means of
I
' transportation, and in this densely populated state, a much
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A wide variety of specialists, employed by a group of co-
operating schools, could render most important services to
the pupils without making a radical change in pup 11- teacher
ratio or per-pupil cost.
Itinerant materiel .— The plan for a school to own co-
operatively with other schools instructional materiel which
it could not otherwise afford is one that should be used
by many more than the six schools reporting the practice.
The possibilities for cooperative ownership of expensive
laboratory equipment, of machines for office practice class-
es, of moving picture projectors, of films, and of library
books stir the imagination. The plan requires only a little
planning by persons from the cooperating schools in order
to be successful.
The reasons which have been offered for the non-adoption
of the plan are curiously Inadequate. Probably no small
high school in Massachusetts has all of the instructional
materiel that it can use to advantage. Those who indicate
that "transportation is too difficult to arrange", that
"it is not where you want it when you want it", or that
"it has never been tried", are not submitting insuperable
obstacles to the successful operation of the scheme.
"Inertia maybe" is perhaps the real reason that this
method of enrichment has not been more widely used.
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Summary
1* Although the small Massachusetts high schools have
a relatively rich curriculum in comparison with small
secondary schools in other parts of the country, there is
a decided need for enrichment in the offerings of fine arts
and practical arts.
2. The curriculum of the smallest schools tends to he
more dominated hy the academic subjects than does the cur-
riculimi of the larger schools. The four-year schools tend
to offer a program v/ith fewer of the new subjects included
than do the six-year schools.
3. The obstacles which tend to prevent the enrichment
of the curriculum in the small secondary schools are:
a. Lov/ pupil-teacher ratio with attending high
per-pupil cost of instruction
b. Heavy teaching load with a large number of
widely diversified daily preparations
c. Inadequate amount of Instructional materiel
4. The curriculum of these schools may be enriched
by the use of certain provisions which tend to overcome
these obstacles. These provisions are:
a. Alternation of subjects
b. Combination of classes
c. Supervised correspondence study
d. Differentiated unit assignment
e. Itinerant personnel
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5. It has hecome apparent in this study that far more
extensive use of these provisions for enricliment of the
curriculum must he made if the small secondary school is to
serve its pupils adequately.
(Jbox/nlJ^rroo) .j^
D'tOii: *13^ ^fjsrfcf nt ine'Y'sqqB i)nroocJ tad il .'
orict lo int/CiaoJt'ind ‘lol anoiei'/orru ocarfd 'to oci; f'y'lBfte^xo
oct eJt looflGe ^upjifiooee IIb-jc orf^ li o/pm o<f itum mjfMoii'ino
.vIs^aupoLfl gllqi/q Edl ov'ife
APPENDIX
Check List on Certain Provisions
for Enriching the Program of the Smaller Secondary School




Enrollment—Please indicate the nimiber of students en-
rolled in each grade and the total enrollment
G-rade 7 ^G-rade 11
Grade 8 ^Grade 12
Grade 9 Post graduate
Grade 10 Total
1. Curriculum--Please circle the appropriate number or
numbers to indicate the grades in which the various sub-
lecta are offered. For example ; Stenography 7 8 9 10
means that Stenography is offered in grades eleven
and twelve.
Sub.iects Grades Subjects Grades
English 7 8 9 10 11 12 Trigonometry 7 8 9 10 11 12
Public 7 8 9 10 11 12 Solid 7 8 9 10 11 12
speaking geometry
Latin 7 8 9 10 11 12 Occupations 7 8 9 10 11 12
French 7 8 9 10 11 12 American 7 8 9 10 11 12
German 7 8 9 10 11 12
history
V/orld 7 8 9 10 11 12
Spanish 7 8 9 10 11 12 history
General 7 8 9 10 11 12 Ancient 7 8 9 10 11 12
mathematics history
Algebra 7 8 9 10 11 12 Modern 7 8 9 10 11 12
Plane 7 8 9 10 11 12
history
geometry Civics 7 8 9 10 11 12
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Subjects Grade s Subjects Grades
Sociology 7 8 9 10 11 12 Business 7 8 9 10 11 12
training
Current 7 8 9 10 11 12




7 8 9 10 11 12
Physical 7 8 9 10 11 12
education
Biology 7 8 9 10 11 12 (gym)
Physiology 7 8 9 10 11 12 Health 7 8 9 10 11 12
( classroom)
Physics 7 8 9 10 11 12
Chorus 7 8 9 10 11 12
Chemistry 7 8 9 10 11 12
Orchestra 7 8 9 10 11 12
Physical 7 8 9 10 11 12
geography Drawing 7 8 9 10 11 12
General 7 8 9 10 11 12 Mechanical 7 8 9 10 11 12
science drawing
Agriculture 7 8 9 10 11 12 Industrial 7 8 9 10 11 12
arts
Nature study 7 8 9 10 11 12
Household 7 8 9 10 11 12
Stenography 7 8 9 10 11 12 arts
Typewriting 7 8 9 10 11 12 Others 7 8 9 10 11 12
(name them)
Bookkeeping 7 8 9 10 11 12
7 8 9 10 11 12
Commercial 7 8 9 10 11 12
geography 7 8 9 10 11 12
Commercial 7 8 9 10 11 12 7 8 9 10 11 12
arithmetic
7 8 9 10 11 12
Commercial 7 8 9 10 11 12
law
* A. In the foregoing list of subjects1 please under-
score those required of aJLl pupils for gradua-
tion.
For example ; American history 7 8 9 10 (Q) 12
means that American history is offered fngrade
eleven and that all pupils are required to take
the subject in order to graduate.
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B. In the foregoing list of subjects please indi-
cate by an exponent the number of periods per
week that each class meets. 5-
For example: Algebra 7 8 ^ 10 11 means that
algebra is offered in grade 9 and meets 5 periods
per week and that it is offered in grade 12 and
meets 4 periods per week,
C. In the blanks belov/ please list the pairs of sub-
jects which are regularly alternated in your
school--For example ; "Chemistry and Physics"
means that chemistry is offered every other year
and that physics is offered in the years when








D. Do you schedule any related subjects, such as
general mathematics and algebra, for the same
period, with the same teacher, and in the sam.e
room? Please circle; Yes No
E, If the answer to "D" is "Yes", please list be-
low the combined classes.
II
. Correspondence courses
A. Does your school make any arrangement for cor-
respondence study by any of your pupils under
the supervision of some member of the local
staff? Please circle; Yes No
B. How many of your pupils are taking correspondence
courses for credit in your school during this
school year? pupils
C. How is the cost of these courses met? Please
check.
( ) In full from town funds ( ) In part by each
( ) In full by student ( ) Other (please
1•
'V '.
-2f>f:l oeasXq Bioej^rfi/R 'io ctajix gniogirrol 'erf^ al -3
'leq 3f>ovt*ieq lo 'rscJi'Lrn orf:t inonoqxa ns ’^iao
'i^-- %^aio«cn easlo doa© d«ri;t :i&Q\s
d^arfct eixi3 ®in '^X) XX 01 8 : &Xqn:i3xe
aJbol'ieq 3 e’ieem fcna 9 nX barrello ei aidaT-Xc
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-od JbXI ©RasXq cX ”0" od ‘x&>rafX8 ©ffX XT .11
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IbdoX r*rfd to no^bia&fn ©no3 Xo dcXeXv'ioii/n drXt
o>T c©Y :BXo'Tto osbrIX
donoiaoqRO'iT^o 3fiX:^Bl aia aXXqirq 't;joy Xo YHBftJ wo-*
'sXitd gnl rtrb loadoa* Tt/ox rrX .-ttbado doX aafc'xrroo
eXXqt/g Tdasy lo'ocos
^B9©Xi 'dow Beadi/oo ©ped^t Xo deoo ©rid aX v/ol? .0
-i©;^e ^ds'l fiX ( ) «' .ix/X nwod mo*iX XlijX cl * ( }
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D, Please list the subject fields from which your
pupils are taking correspondence courses.
E, Please list the names of the institutions from
which these courses are obtained.
III. Method of Instruction
A. How many of the subjects offered by your school
are taught on the basis of some kind of well-or-
ganized differentiated unit assignment?
subjects
B. In what subject fields are these courses?
IV, Itinerant personnel
A. Does your school system cooperate with other
school systems in engaging trained personnel
who serve on a part-time basis in each of the
school systems cooperating? Please circle: Yes No
B, If the answer to "A" is ”Yes"
1. How many schools beside your own are in-
cluded in the group?
2. ’/Vhat materials are jointly o\7ned?
C. If the answer to "A” is ”No”, check the reasons
below that apply,
{ ) There is enough equipment available in your
own school,
( ) It is too difficult to assure proper care of
property for which no one person is directly
responsible,
( ) (other reasons—please specify)
( )
( )
VI. Would you care to have a summary of the findings of
this study sent to you? Please circle: Yes No
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I want to learn what the smaller high schools
of Massachusetts are doing to overcome certain diffi-
culties which inevitably appear when a small school
attempts to offer a modern program of secondary edu-
cation. I am concerned only about certain inexpen-
sive plans which have been used to meet some of the
problems peculiar to the smaller secondary schools.
Are you, as an administrator of a high school, suf-
ficiently Interested in this problem to take ten
minutes to fill out the enclosed check list and to
mall it to me using the enclosed envelope? In re-
turn I will send you a summary of the findings if you
wish it, and so indicate in your reply.
I thank you for your Interest and coopera-
tion. A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours.
li
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(September, 1937) 12; 30-37.
fc.ctual account of hov; a cult/ of a small
six-year nigh school revised the curriculum
to meet more effectively the needs of its pu-
pils.
Billet, Roi, C., "Jirected Learning and the Unit ..^ssign-







analysis of the essential features of and
values of the unit assignment.
,
"Plan . Characterized by the Unit ^..s. i ;n-
ment"
,
oChool Review (Uovember, 1932) ‘xu: 653--C8.
>. presentation of ohe vadues inherent in the
unit assignment.
,
Provisi ns for Individual Dilferences.
Marking, and Promotion
,
national Survey of Secondary
Education, Monograph No. 13, Bulletin, 1932, No. 17,
United states Office of Education, Uashington, 1933.
420 p.
^n extensive report and an analysis of the
practice of the secondary school in the mat-
ters indiCcited in the title.
Bristow, V/iliiara H., "Some Major Curriculum Problems in
the Rursl Secondary Schools", National Educe ti^n
.association Proceedino:s ; 1935
.
National Education
Association, V. ashingt :>n, 1933. p. 450-452.
An argument for £cn enriched curriculum of
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EroL.dy, Knute 0., "In Defense of xhe Drna'.l High ochool"
,
ochool Sxecaxives Llagazine (Decerrber, 1933)
53: 121-122.
^ present; ti n of facts to show that the small
high school properly organized, can he an e:x-
cellent educational institution.
,
’'Curriculum for the Dhree-Teacher oix-
Year High ochool"
,
Junior-oenior Hiph school Olear-
inp House (A^ril, 1934) 8l 436-439
.
description of techniques w ich utilize the
te.- ching time most effectively. They are al-
ternation of subjects, c^mbinatijn of classes,
and supervised corresp .iidence study.
and Platt, Eaxi T., "Case for Supervised
Correspondence study"
,
Nations scno Is (Janu&.ry,
1935) 15: 35-34.
A .''lea for the use of supervised correspond-
ence study as the best means for offering an
enriched curriculum ax a reasonable cost.
Buck, J. L. B., "Eiilarglng the Program of Jtudies in the
S.;.all High ochoo''s", Junior-Senior High School
Clearin,;^ House (i^pril"] 1934) 3l 583-585
.
h.n examinati:)n of xhe inadequacies of the
curriculum in the small schools, and a summary
of provisions for enrichment.
Clem, Orlie H., and Derby, Orlo L., "Are Curriculum
Practices of the Small High Schools Practical?"
,
Nat i ..-ns Schools (Karch, 1934) 13: 39-42.
A stud...' of xhe curriculum and of Xhe use of
•rovisions for enrichment in 150 small Nevv
York high schools.
Congdon, hray H., " .lict is oupervised Correspondence
Study?", Jun i ..r-Senior High f.chool Clearing House
(December, 1935) 10: 217-221.
description of xhe functions of a local
supervisor of correspondence sxudy.
Cyr, Frank 7., "Developing a State-\7ide Program for the
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Small Sec ndary ochools"
,
Teachers CQllep:e Record
(hay, 1954) 35: 703-721.
An analysis of the shartc-^mings of the small









Department of Rural Educat .on, Ilati .nal Education
/vssociation, ',Vr shingt on, 1954. 94 p.
A discussion of the shortages in the small
secondary schools and provisions for enrich-
ment .




Cifco.rinn’ H .use (April, 1954) 3: 458-465.
A devcription of the problems which the small
secondary schools f. ce and of the methods of
overcoming these difficulties.
,
"Curriculum Characteristics and Trends
in Rural Second, ry schools"
,




Associb t i jn, ./ashington^ 1955. p. 443-450.
An abstract of a paper dealing with the need
for enrichment in the small secondary schools.
>





Ihe Smaller Sec ndary Schools
.
National Survey of
Sec .ndary Education, Monograph No. 6, Bulletin,
1952, No. 17, Unixed States Office of Educati:in,
Washington, 1953. 256 p.
.n. detailed report of practices and situations
found in a large number of smala schools.
Gaumnitz, VJalter, H., High ochool Instruction by Mail :
A Potent ial Economy
.
Bulletin No. 15, United States
Office of Education, Washington, 1955. 66 p.
A discussion of the values of xhe supervised
correspondence study plan.
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Gaumnitz, TJalter H-, “iimall ochools, Large Cobt*'
,
School
Life (June, 1955) 20: 252-253.
A presentation of facts and figures to prove
that instruction in most small schools is
expensive.
Jensen, Carl A., Trends in Secondary Education , Bien-
nial Survey of Education in the United ‘->tates:
1954-36 Vol. I Chap. II, United SL^xes Office of
Educitijn, Washington, 1957. 44 p.
An analysis of the trends in secondary edu-
cation as revealed by current literature and
current practice.




Clearing House (.ct .'ril 1954) 8:” 452-455.
A discussion of the shortcomings of the small
high schools and of provisions for improvement.
,
Cyr, Frank W., and Newsom, N. V/illiam,
Ihe Small High School at Work , American Book Com-
pany, Nev. York, 1956. xi-r 660 p.
An examination of the limitati --ns of the
small secondary schools and a detailed dis-
cussion of methods which v/ill tend to im-
prove xhese schools.
Loomis, j-.. K., Lide, Edwin S., and Johnson, B. Lamar,
The Program of Studies
,
Nati ^nal tJurvey of Se-
condary Education, Monograph No. 19, Bulletin,
1952, No. 17, United States Office of Education,
T'ashington, 1953. 340 p.
report end analysis of the program of stu-
dies offered by selected grou.-s of high
schools
.
Mitchell, S. C., "The Benton Harbor Plan—^n Ec::)nomy
Measure", -tymerican School Bo ard Journal (A ril,
1955) 86: 20-21
A brief description of the use of the super-
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Reed, jx. ux., ''Nebraska's Experiment with Rural High
och-^ols"
,
Educati nal Record (j-.lv, 19oc) 14:
310-019.
i^n article in which the author claiias th; t
I'ebrasha saves a million dol'an a year by
using alternati V . nd correspondence study
exte- sivelp
.
The Status of Rural Educ ti n
.
hati ral o ciety for the
.•tudy of Ed'j.cat: Thirtieth Yearbook, Port I,
P-it'ic School PiiVlisbi,:^ p any, E'-Oominat ^n,
Illin -is, 1911. xiii-h 9^7 .
jx general discussi n of the 'roblems which
rural educ- 1' -- f. c. o and a detailed tud./ of
the C‘;rricului.i offered in the smal ' ^ec vndary
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.n. study of j^racrices in 123 rural Colorado
higa schools which co-ic'ules th.:, > the program
of studi ‘-s Oj.’ these echo j.. :b too t cade' ic.
V.'ig^'ins, J. N., and o_.aulding, Ft .no is T., " hen .^.re
Hi^h ocho;is Too omall?". School Review (Octo-
ber, 1915) p. 5b5-594
.
Jin analysis of the ;r dle^.s of the amall
schools, c ncluding th. t t scho - I wit’, a
teaching at._.ff of eight te= c'ners is large
enough to « e an eff-^ctive st-Ce dcry ech:;'^!.
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